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WMLR Vol 13 No. 1 Published 21 February 2014Contents+ HKMA says use people not tech. to
identify money launderingNew Guidelines from the Hong Kong Monetary Authority are going
back to basics. AI is not the cure all for HK's AIs.+ The sale of WhatsApp and compliance and
risks in the financial sector.It has been announced that messaging service WhatsApp is to be
sold to Facebook for as much as USD19,000 million. But for financial services businesses, it has
the potential to be a Very Bad Thing.+ I'm me and I can prove it. Or maybe not.What are we
going to do when tens of millions of people forget how to sign their name? And yes, you are
probably one of them and no, it's not because you're getting old timers' disease.+ Advisers and
counter-money laundering laws: failure to advise non-financial businessesThere is a common
misconception that laws against money laundering apply, in a commercial environment, only
against those businesses which are subject to a specific regulatory regime. That's wrong. And
there is only one reason for that misconception: lawyers, accountants and auditors have, for as
long as 20 years, failed to advise, properly or at all, their non-financial sector commercial clients
as to the risks.+ Child abuse, pornography, the internet and the money.The arrest of dozens of
people, and the information that several hundred more are under investigation, for taking part in
an international child abuse and pornography ring should be no surprise. It was not merely
predictable, it was inevitable that live, streamed kiddie porn would be streamed over the internet
and that The Philippines would be a source of the material. Of course, there's money involved.
When customers complain about the inconvenience of counter-money laundering systems,
remember this story and tell them.+ About World Money Laundering Report / Site
Licences.World Money Laundering Report is protected by UK and other copyrights. All rights res
erved.www.worldmoneylaunderingreport.comwww.vortexcentrum.comwww.antimoneylaunderin
g.netISSN: 1473-3439

Review from previous edition: "The Commentary by Schlechtriem and Schwenzer has been the
gold standard of CISG scholarship for years. Readers who have come to expect in depth
discussions of the articles of the CISG combined with a thorough and complete review of the
relevant case law will not be disappointed by the third (English) edition. The Commentary will
continue to be the standard reference work in its field, indispensable to practitioners and
academics alike." - Stefan Vogenauer, Professor of Comparative Law, University of
Oxford"Practitioners who wish to decide whether to maintain or exclude CISG as the governing
law of their clients' contract, or those who wish to address implementation or interpretation
issues in the context of the resolution of disputes, will find in this easy-to-use commentary
excellent and comprehensive guidance. This leading commentary is also an outstanding source
of information for academics and students." - Fadi Moghaizel, International Company and



Commercial Law Review"The publication of Prof. Peter Schlechtriem's excellent and
authoritative book on the CISG comes at a most opportune time. The book is an indispensable
aid to understanding, using and applying the CISG." - The Rt. Hon. Lord Steyn"The German
book of which this is an English version is the largest and most exhaustive commentary on the
Convention in any language. Professor Schlechtriem is an internationally recognized expert on
the subject and the book which he and his collaborators have produced has established a
position of authority in Germany (and Germany has produced more case-law on the Convention
than any other jurisdiction). While the book is written from the German point of view, it gives
references to the case-law of other jurisdictions and, in particular, to the very large amount of
scholarly writing in many languages which has accumulated around the Convention." - Barry
Nicholas, Principal, Brasenose College, University of Oxford"The new English edition of
Professor Schlechtriem's outstanding and highly respected Commentary on the UN Convention
for International Sales (CISG) will become a most significant source of commercial law for
students, scholars and practitioners around the world. The accuracy and quality of the original
German edition is maintained throughout the excellent translation by Geoffrey Thomas. Like its
German language predecessor, this English edition recognizes the truly international character
of the CISG and will thus promote the uniform application which the Convention requires and
deserves." - Joseph Lookofsky, Professor, University of Copenhagen"A great achievement! Of
all the existing commentaries on CISG, Professor Schlechtriem's Commentary not only provides
the best comparative references but also deals extensively with the growing body of
international case law on the Convention. A rich source of information and an extremely useful
tool for both academics and practitioners. Originally conceived for the German legal
environment it is now fortunately available to a much wider public." - Professor Dr Bonell,
Director UNIDROIT, Centre for Comparative and Foreign Studies"...a good introduction to the
world of constitutional courts." - Jack Simson Caird, Legal Studies"The Commentary...[provides]
a brilliant scientific and comparative analysis, edited with precision, objectivity and ...in a spirit of
openness and tolerance which opens up the Convention of Vienna to new horizons." - J. Perovic,
Revue de Droit International et de Droit Compare"[This commentary] should form an essential
part of the libraries of practitioners, academics, arbitrators and judges confronted with contracts
governed by the CISG." - Journal of Private International Law Vol. 7 No. 3About the
AuthorIngeborg Schwenzer, Professor of Law, University of Basel, Switzerland, Dean, Swiss
International Law School, SwitzerlandContributors:Dr iur Klaus Bacher, Judge,
Bundesgerichtshof (Federal Supreme Court), GermanyDr iur Christiana Fountoulakis, Professor,
University of Fribourg, SwitzerlandDr iur Pascal Hachem ACIArb, Attorney at Law, Lecturer,
University of Basel, SwitzerlandDr iur Florian Mohs LLM (Victoria University of Wellington),
Attorney at Law, Zurich, SwitzerlandDr iur Markus Müller-Chen, Professor, University of St
Gallen, Switzerland, Attorney at LawDr iur Martin Schmidt-Kessel, Professor, University of
Bayreuth, GermanyDr iur Ulrich G Schroeter, Professor, University of Mannheim, GermanyDr iur
Ingeborg Schwenzer LLM (UC Berkeley), Professor, University of Basel, Switzerland, Dean,



Swiss International Law School, SwitzerlandDr iur Corinne Widmer Lüchinger, Professor,
University of Basel, Switzerland, Attorney at Law
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